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March/April 2018

HOW GAIA COULD PROTECT AGAINST OCEAN ACIDIFICATION
On Saturday, April 21, 2018, at 6PM, Jim Steele will present his
ideas on how there could be a possibility
that as atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations tend to increase in this industrial age, the resulting acidification will be
mollified somehow, not working to the
detriment of marine organisms. He feels
that there are reasons for optimism.

DANIEL YANSURA’S FERNS OF SAN PEDRO VALLEY PARK
On Saturday, March 31, 2018, at 1pm, fern expert Daniel
Yansura will provide a slide show on
the basics of fern biology, their evolution and bits about the ferns we are
likely to see. Then from 2 till 4pm we
will follow him along our trails to find
our resident ferns. Bring a 5X to 10X
magnifying lens with you if possible.

Gaia theory has been described as the earth’s symbiosis as seen
from space. In other words Gaia describes how all the earth’s
organisms interact to affect climate and environment. This talk
will explore how marine organisms like coral and plankton
quickly absorb CO2 via photosynthesis, and how that CO2 then
passes through the food web to create the biological pump
which moves CO2 from the ocean surface and stores it in the
deep ocean for centuries and millennia.

Yansura just retired from Genentech. He was a scientist
there since the early days of biotechnology; his specialty
was producing human proteins in bacteria. He’s been interested in ferns & lycophytes, the latter being the most
ancient of all vascular plants, for over 40 yrs.

Because Gaia theory has been variously described in popular
media in more fanciful terms, universities study these biosphere interactions under the title of Earth System Sciences or Biogeochemistry. As
our understanding of biosphere interactions improve, a clearer picture
of how the oceans will respond to
human disturbances will evolve. (above photo is of Coccolithophores, CO2 removing phytoplankton whose skeletons are
made of calcium carbonate: Steve Gschmeissner photo.}
For many years Steele was the Director of the SFSU Field Campus & has taught high school biology as well at biology labs at
SFSU. He’s also the author of a book on the environment.

30 years ago he started growing ferns from spores in order
to generate rare ferns for his own collection, which now
exceeds 300 species. Ferns he has propagated can be
seen at the SF Botanical Garden, the UC Berkeley BG, the
Conservatory of Flowers, the Denver BG,& the Smithsonian Inst. Gardens in DC. He travels worldwide as he photographs, studies, & collects spores from rare ferns, which
he shares with local & international fern communities.
With his experience in molecular biology, he has used DNA sequencing to
determine species of unidentified
ferns. He is very involved with the
S.F. Fern Society as well as a number
of other national and international fern groups. He has
led a 2week tour, “The Ferns of California," for the British
Pteridological Society & the Hardy Fern Foundation, and
has given a number of presentations to organizations in
the Bay Area, L.A., & Houston. (photo is of a wood fern )

WILDLIFE ASSOCIATES PRESENTS CREEPY CRITTERS— APRIL 10
JIM STEELE BIRD SONG WALK IN APRIL
Bring your children to the Visitor Center at 1pm on Tuesday,
On Saturday, April 14, from 8 to 10am,
April 10, to see a live boa constrictor, tortoise, alligator, taranJim Steele, during a short walk around the
tula & monitor lizard (below). This program is also for parents,
park, will introduce his techniques for
grandparents, and older “kids”.
characterizing birdsong into manageable
"chunks" allowing you to identify a bird by
Most of these critters are only a evolutionary step away from
our pets, and interesting in a weirder way. The tortoise is a Mo- its song. He teaches bird song recognition at the SFSU
jave Desert one; the monitor lizard is huge and impressive. It’s Field Campus in the Sierras. Bring binoculars.
fun to watch the movement of all these creatures, as each one
ON THE TRAIL
is brought out onto a large table by the handlers, who plan to
On the morning of January 21, one of the Cub Scout dads
“dispel myths and explore the importance these wild guys have
in nature’s diverse web of life”, helping us see the significance and his son reported seeing groups of 2 or 3 banana slugs
together at many points on their trans-Hazelnut hike.
of their existence, as well as that of the reptiles and spiders of
Looks like mating time
our Park. Each one is
could be early for the yela rescue that cannot
low fellows. (internet
live in the wild now,
photo)
possibly due to an
injury.
(Continued on p. 4)
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“SPRING” on the HAZELNUT with Kate & Carolyn
On January 14, Carolyn walked slowly up the
west Hazelnut with Katie Antista of the“allseeing eyes” reputation. Aha! The septuagenarian saw the “first” little fetid adders tongue
that had popped up on the western Hazelnut
Trail due to one of her “Senior stops”.
However, Katie called out the new leaves of
the hound’s tongue, & pitcher sage (see leaves at right).
Both sighted the leaves of the
delicate wood rose (left).

Recommendation: look for more
of the fetid adder’s tongues in
very early March as well as mis-

Jaden Rose

sion bells, photographed by Bing
Huey on March 23,2017(right) , the hazelnut’s tiny red female flowers (above),
All “winter” long the tiny bellthe intense blue flowBarry Breckling shaped blossoms of the
ers of hound’s
David Greenberger
manzanitas have been with us during this
tongue (on Feb. 27,
calendar season; now Kate saw
2011—right). And if
them holding out in profusion only
you venture to the
at the tops of the brittle leaf manza- top, keep an eye out for the pale flowers of
nitas. (seen at left from Las Pilitas w.s.) the anemonae (above) at the crest of the trail.
And the several Anna’s hummingBye Bye Birdies
birds that we heard must have been
by Judy Bacon
supping from their bell-shaped floral cups when they weren’t
sipping from the Park’s cold season pink flowering currants. Eileen Woods & I were having a “changing of hosts”

chat in the Visitor’s Center last summer, when we
heard an urgent cacophony coming from the patio:
squawking, screeching & cawing; the sound was coming from the tree just outside the patio. We rushed
outside to see 4 young ravens sitting side by side on a
branch. Mama raven was on anothNeither Katie nor I is an expert mushroom
identifier, but she was the first to see the er branch calling to them, encouraging them or telling them to shut
yellow witch’s butter (left), & the beginup, not sure which. One by one the
nings of the huge mushrooms that grow
by the bench, and a colony of little para- young ravens took off in flight. The
sol fellows: special fungal gifts, all 3 types. last one needed a little more time,
but finally headed off, too.
Due to Janu-

We know that the brittle leaf Arctostaphylos has a burl at the
base, unlike the Montara Mt. manzanita, but Katie opened a
world to me, as she delighted at how many other burls made
unique knobby decorations up and down the smooth reddish
“skin” of this favorite shrub.

ary rain, the cup fungus lichen
(right) and the mosses were
turgidly fresh, like recently
picked produce at the grocery.

We looked up & there it was, a very
large nest! (dark blob
in tree over V.C. roof—Judy Bacon
cropped photo). I asked around and no
one seemed to know it was there. I have
For animals, our record was raread that ravens often come back to the
ther paltry: conical wood rat
same nest. So, let’s keep our eyes open
nests aplenty (left), some having
for a raven family this spring!!!

fronts torn off to expose lower
chambers, wasps shifting in &
out of their little burrows in the
Stewart Gilbert upper side “banks”, a couple of
smashed banana slugs (had the word gotten around that this
was a dangerous highway?) and a lonely earthworm
stretched out and moving steadfastly on its minute bristles
across the damp pathway. Now, be ready for changes:

LITTLE RAVEN
by Jameaka Shibles

Little Raven,
Where did you come from?
Little raven,
With your little black body.
Little raven,
Why are you a sigh of death?
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The Art and Nature Connection
Jennifer Alpaugh
I was a shy child and spent my early years in the East
Coast and Midwest being frightened by the crashing
waves of the Atlantic
Ocean, tornadoes, thunder, lightning, and kittens
who would pounce and
scratch my ankles. Nature and the patterns of
the seasons were powerful influences on my life.
The glory of spring with
its budding new growth
and bird life, the hot
summers full of storms,
hurricane warnings, and towering clouds, the red and
orange colors of fall, and the stark, monochromatic winter filled my young life with beauty, mystery, and wondrousness.
My mother, who appreciated art, decorated our homes
with original landscape and floral paintings as well as
reproductions of the Masters. I was fortunate to be surrounded by natural beauty outdoors and artistic beauty
indoors. From an early age, I loved to draw, color, and
make things. One special day in 2nd grade, our class
was introduced to painting on easels, given smocks to
wear, and palettes to use, just like real artists. Enthralled, I asked permission to
skip recess and continue
painting. My astounded teacher
agreed. For me, painting was
better than going out to play making art was the most fun activity of all! In the 4th grade, I
was chosen to design the program cover for the school’s
spring music performance and I
drew a picture of flowers and
singing birds.

and received a B.A. in Art from UCLA. At age 23, I
moved to the Bay Area and later attended SFSU and
studied for my M.S. Degree in Organizational Psychology, working professionally in that field for many
years.
Throughout my working life, I always made art, taking
classes in painting,
silkscreen, etching,
life drawing, and
pottery at Skyline
College and CSM. In
2007, I became a studio artist at Sanchez
Art Center and joined
the Board of the Art
Guild of Pacifica. I
Jennifer in her Sanchez studio
also belong to Tangerine Arts, (Tangerinearts.net) a small group of women
artists who exhibit work throughout the Bay Area.
My favorite subjects for my art continue to be the
natural world: plants, flowers, landscapes, and
clouds. I never tire of them. Nature is endlessly interesting, always
changing, evolving, becoming
something different. Just like us! I
primarily work in oil paint on canvas and cyanotype (or sunprint).
I have been sharing my life in
Pacifica with Rob Hughes, a talented musician, former college teacher, and wonderful
person, for nearly 30 years. We’ve had a series of
cats…none of which has frightened me!

Our park is a tremendous inspiration to me and I am
very honored to have my cyanotypes of local plants
displayed in the Visitor Center (see above). I walk the
park’s trails most days and have painted scenes of its
beautiful hills (see Jennifer’s landscape below). I am
so lucky to live
here…walking disWhen I was 10, we moved to California and lived in Ran- tance to both our
cho Cordova, San Diego, Fullerton, and Pasadena. My
glorious park and
expectation of California as a Disneyland/Hollywood par- the Sanchez Art
adise was quickly squelched as we rolled into Sacramen- Center. The nato on a dreary, foggy January day. At first, I missed the ture and art conseasons of the Midwest and East, however, I slowly
nection continues!
learned to appreciate the soaring beauty of the West
Coast and expressed my love of the natural world in my [Please don’t miss seeing her self portrait on pg 5, as
artwork. I took every art class available in public school well as her beautiful blossom painting on that page.]
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ON THE TRAIL (continued)
CALENDAR FOR MARCH/APRIL 2018
Our 3 turkeys sauntered to the front
MARCH TRAIL DAY
of Sun Valley Fine Foods in the Park
Saturday, March 10……………………………….9am
Mall, perhaps contemplating a purMARCH HABITAT RESTORATION DAY
chase of pecans, but level heads
Saturday, March 17………………….…………..9am
seemed to prevail. Sighted by your editor in early Jan., possi- MARCH FRIENDS OF SPVP BOARD MEETING
bly at 10am. (photo: one of the gangs of turkeys in Boston last Oct.)
Tuesday, March 20……………………………….7pm
DANIEL
YANSURA’S FERNS; EMPHASIS ON THOSE OF SPVP
Ron Wilson was on the Trout Farm Trail,
Saturday,
March 31……………………………...1-2pm
with camera, of course, when he shot
this 2 in. wide mushroom. It was Janu- DANIEL YANSURA’S FERN HIKE IN OUR PARK
Saturday, March 31……………………………...2-4pm
ary 29 at 1:30pm.
CREEPY CRITTERS FOR KIDS
At about the same time, he ran across a
Tuesday, April 10…………………………………..1pm
banana slug feasting, making Ron wonder
JIM STEELE’S BIRD SONG WALK
how its gourmet diet might taste. Coming
Saturday, April 14………………………………….8-10am
back later he found that it couldn’t quite
APRIL TRAIL DAY
manage the whole shebang.
Saturday, April 14………………….……………...9am
JIM
STEELE:
GAIA CAN PROTECT VS OCEAN ACIDIFICATION
But Ron never rests on his laurels, and on February 2, his 4th
Saturday, April 21………………………………….6pm
species for the year was this Echo Blue,
APRIL
HABITAT
RESTORATION DAY
“puddling” along the moist soil on the
Saturday, April 21…………………………………..9am
Trout Farm Trail. He also sighted a
APRIL FRIENDS OF SPVP BOARD MEETING
mourning cloak & several tortoiseTuesday, April 17…………………………………..7pm
shells on the same day. (see pg. 7)
For all events except board mtgs, meet at the Visitor Cntr.
Our Native American observer, Randy,
thought about the demise or escape of our brush bunnies
DON’T PAMPER THE PAMPAS GRASS; PULL!
when he saw a bobcat lurking by the willows toward the
By Joseph Piro
back of the Weiler Ranch Road on about Feb. 20.
Istvan Puski, my brother Erik & I joined Rangers Greg Escoto
A fine surprise for Katie Antista in the early pm of later Jan.: & Matthew Tolmasoff for some off-trail pampas grass removal action for our Feba coyote in the So. Walnut. At twilight
ruary 10th Trail Day. We
on Feb. 3rd, your editor witnessed one
hiked up the Brooks Falls
of these wily canines sprinting down
Trail to just a bit past the
Big Bend, careening onto Rainier—a
bench overlooking the
potential raid time on local kitties?
falls and ventured into a
FACTOIDS
big patch of pampas and
Most know about the supercolony dug out several around
of Argentine ants in Calif., the ones the perimeter. Every little
that are so closely related that they bit helps!
Alex Wild do not attack one another; now
DON’T MESS WITH MOTHER NATURE!
known as the "California large", it covers 560 miles2 of the
Scientists say native critters are responsible
U.S. W. Coast, and is “currently engaged in a turf war with a
for at least half the pollination worldwide.
nearby supercolony in Mexico.”(Mother Nature Network w.s.)
At a time when domestic honeybees in No.
Am. are beset with colony collapse disorIn the S.E. US, there is a great diversity in the colonies of ArDarlyne Muraweki
der, linked to neonicotinoids use and other
gentine Ants. Most Georgia Argtn. ants will fight with Calif.
problems, the role of wild pollinators becomes even more
A. ants; but some are relatives! Our supercolony is now
found on other continents! The plot thickens; maybe more important. But now wild bees are at risk of catching the disease from their struggling domestic “brethren”. (sources:
later. .. (from the web site, Ask an Entomologist: Joe Ballenger,
Joanie Mars, & Nancy Miorelli; each has an MSc in Entomology.)

Science: 2/15/18 & Lena Wilfert in the Journal of Applied Ecology)

The Leaders of “the Friends of SPVP”: President: Jim Steele; Vice President & Editor of this newsletter: Carolyn Pankow; Secretary: Judy Bacon; Treasurer: Bing Huey; Visitor Center Desk and Staffing: Mila Stroganoff; Habitat Restoration leader: Istvan Puski;
Trail Leader: Joseph Piro; Membership: Jim Steele; Programs: Jim Steele; Trailside Store Manager: Sharron Walker; Membership
miscellany, mobile display board: Katie Antista. WEB SITE: friendsofsanpedrovalleypark.org
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This and That: Laurie, Ron, and

Jennifer

Blossoms of Cynoglossum or Hound’s Tongue by Laurie Nikitas

Ron Wilson’s Eclipse of the Sun, Pacifica: Aug 21, 2017

Jennifer Alpaugh

Self Portrait by Jennifer Alpaugh
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Bing Huey’s “Buds”
OR
“Emergence”

a

c

b

What are these little beauties?
Quiz yourself and then look on
page 7 for the answers.

e
d

f

g
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Ron Wilson’s Butterflies of SPVP

echo blue, Celastrina argiolus

California tortoiseshell, Nymphalis californica
GUIDE TO THE BUTTERFLIES Ron
saw the echo blue on February
2, at about 2pm, on the trout
Farm Road, puddling.
The last 3 butterfly species were
seen on January 30, 2018. It was
a warm 670 that day

common buckeye, Junonia coenia

The tortoiseshell was seen on
the Trout Farm Trail, as was the
mourning cloak, but the middle
butterfly, the common buckeye,
was seen as they often are, on
the Weiler Ranch Rd.
They seemed to be searching
out minerals from the substrate.

ANSWERS TO BING HUEY’S
“BUDS”
a. fern (wood fern, most
probably)
b. California buckeye
c. hound's tongue
d. red elderberry
e. coast dogwood
f. willow
g. cow parsnip
mourning cloak, Nymphalis antiopa

